These courses, administered on the VCU MCV Campus, also are offered to Academic Campus students.

School of Allied Health Professions

Clinical Laboratory Sciences

CLLS 201 INTRO TO CLINICAL LAB SCIENCES (1) 1000 001 LINSEY, B W 1200PM 1250PM BUSNS 1117

CLLS 101 INTRO TO CLINICAL RADIOLOGY SCIENCES (1) 11108 001 LEGG, J M 1200PM 1250PM HIBBS 2003

Clinical Radiation Sciences

RHAB 612 GROUP COUNSELING APPROACHES RHAB (3) 14965 901 MARTIN, E R 0400PM 0640PM MCGR 0204

RHAB 624 PSYCHIATRIC INFO & ASSESSMENT (3) 14564 901 LUCK, R M 0400PM 0640PM MCGR 0200

RHAB 605 INSTITUTE: PRACTICE SURV SP (3) 14968 001 NGOEHUNEN, B TBA

RHAB 691 PRACTICUM IN LIFE LONG DISABILITY (3) 14569 901 STAFF W 0400PM 0640PM MCGR 0200

RHAB 694 JOB PLACEMENT IN REHABILITATION (3) 14571 001 ARMSTRONG, A F 0900AM 1000PM MCGR 0204

RHAB 695 SUPV CLIN PRAC IN SUBSTANC ABUSE (V 1-9) 14572 901 NGOEHUNEN, B W 0700PM 0940PM MCGR 0200

RHAB 696 SUPV CLINICAL PRACT IN R (V 1-9) 14573 901 NGOEHUNEN, B W 0700PM 0940PM MCGR 0200

RHAB 697 SUPERV CLIN PRACT IN COUNSELLING (V 1-9) 14574 901 NGOEHUNEN, B TBA

RHAB 699 SUPERVISED EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE (V 1-9) 14575 901 NGOEHUNEN, B TBA

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

MEETS FRIDAY PM & SATURDAY AM FOR 1/2 TERM

CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

SAME AS SOCY-624

PHYSICAL DISABILITY REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT REQUIRED

CONTACT DEPT. ABOUT ROOM LOCATION

These courses, administered on the MCV Campus, also are offered to Academic Campus students.

School of Dentistry

Dental Special Topics

DENS 101 INTRO TO DENTISTRY (1) 11401 001 BROWNSTEIN, M W 1200PM 1250PM HIBBS 2003

School of Medicine

Pharmacology and Toxicology

PHXT 400 DRUGS AND THEIR ACTION (3) 13941 001 WILEY, S W 0930PM 1045PM TEMPL 1160

Physiology

PMCH 603 PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY & PRACTICS II (3) 13891 001 LANIER, J II 0300PM 0940PM MCFW 0204

PMCH 604 INTRO TO OCCUP & ENVIRON HLTH II (3) 13892 001 MILLER, E T 0400PM 0940PM MCFW 0204

PMCH 605 SURVEY OF PUBLIC HLTH BEHAVIOR I (3) 13893 001 HASSAN, H M 0300PM 0940PM MCFW 0204

PMCH 606 EPIDEMIOLOGIC METHODS II (3) 13894 001 WELCH, K T 0300PM 0940PM MCFW 0204

PMCH 607 NUTRITIONAL EPIDEMIOLOGY II (3) 13895 001 WELCH, K M 0300PM 0940PM MCFW 0204

PMCH 610 ENVIRO & OCCUP EPIDEMIO (3) 13896 001 MILLER, E T 0400PM 0940PM MCFW 0204

PMCH 611 PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION (3) 13897 001 GEDDES, N R 0400PM 0940PM MCFW 0204

PMCH 612 INTENATIONAL INJURY (3) 13898 001 GEDDES, N M 0400PM 0940PM MCFW 0204

PMCH 613 INJURY & OCCUP EPIDEMIO (3) 13899 001 HASSAN, H M T 0400PM 0940PM MCFW 0204

PMCH 614 INTRO TO SUBSTANCE ABUSE (3) 14569 901 RUIZ, W W 0400PM 0640PM BUSNS 1116B

RHAB 632 GROUP COUNSELING APPROACHES RHAB (3) 14569 901 RUIZ, W W 0400PM 0640PM BUSNS 1116B

RHAB 633 PRN & PRACT OF CASE MGMT REHAB (3) 14563 901 MARTIN, E R 0400PM 0640PM MCGR 0204

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS
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RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS

RESTRICTED TO RCO, REH, COE, GTY, ASM, AGS MAJORS